
Axiomatic delighted with switch to 
Frontierpay as payments partner

The Background 

Axiomatic Consultants is an independent company that specialises in furnishing a diverse range of services relating to employee 
benefits, strategic remuneration consulting, strategy consulting and African payroll with a very clear focus on ensuring advice is 
tailored and cohesive to the overall business of the client. They have developed specialised expertise in assisting companies that 
operate on a global scale, helping them tackle the wide range of factors affecting international businesses.

Whilst handling payroll solutions for their clients, Axiomatic had been using a well-known bank as their partner to manage cross 
currency payments for a significant period of time. When their systems worked, the payments were handled well. However, with 
limited flexibility this was not often the case. Ultimately, the solution wasn’t sustainable or scalable. 

Error checking was clunky and manual. If there was a problem with a particular payment file upload, the entire batch of payments 
was rejected. No information was provided as to what the error was, meaning crucial time was wasted investigating what was 
often a single character or numerical error - a needle in a haystack of banking data. 

Getting assistance from the bank was equally as frustrating. Axiomatic often found either no support was available, or it took 
inordinate amounts of time to actually speak to someone. The knock-on effect operationally was becoming clear; using the 
banking route for large volumes of clients’ global payments was directly impacting Axiomatic’s ability to provide the service 
those clients expected.

Axiomatic needed to find another solution to ensure that they could pay their clients’ payrolls on time consistently.

Lindsay White, Operations Manager, 
Axiomatic

It’s brilliant, a huge improvement for us.

Key Achievements

Tailored platform and customer service to 
align with Axiomatic’s requirements

Significant cost savings on bank charges, 
payment fees and exchange rates

Responsive assistance for structuring payments and 
gaining access to previously difficult payment routes

In depth payment analysis ensures payments 
are settled in the correct currency

www.frontierpay.com

https://www.frontierpay.com/en
https://www.frontierpay.com
http://www.axiomatic.co.za/


The Work

That’s when Axiomatic found Frontierpay. 

From their first interaction, Axiomatic were impressed.  It was the demonstration of the payment platform that made Axiomatic 
choose Frontierpay; a centralised, intuitive and powerful online payments suite offering access to over 140 payment currencies 
with easy, intelligent management of high volume global payments. 

The transition from their old bank to using Frontierpay went extremely well. They found that the on-boarding, training and 
set up provided by Frontierpay was outstanding.

Frontierpay guided Axiomatic through the whole process via a dedicated implementation procedure. During on-boarding, 
Frontierpay tailored the platform and service to ensure the Axiomatic’ s payment process was fully understood and supported, 
thus ensuring integration with their systems was as seamless and cohesive as possible.

Frontierpay is Authorised and Regulated in the UK by the 
Financial Conduct Authority under the Payment Services 
Regulations 2017 for the provision of payment services 
(FRN577057) and regulated by HMRC (MLR12572236). 
Frontierpay Ltd is a registered company in England and 
Wales (7061945). Frontierpay is authorised and regulated 
in Singapore by the MAS under the Money Changing and 
Remittance Business Act (RA No. 01536). Frontierpay 
Singapore Pte. Ltd. is a registered company in Singapore 
(201733573G). Our corporate bankers hold all client monies  
in segregated accounts.
 
Frontierpay delivers cost-effective and timely cross-currency 
and same-currency payments across 200 countries. 
Frontierpay’s ethos is to ensure its customers’ payments get 
made on time, every time. Using a global banking network and 
boasting unrivalled access to 140 currencies, the speed and 
agility of an independent firm, Frontierpay is uniquely placed to 
navigate FX risk and deliver a comprehensive payment service.
 
To learn more about Frontierpay’s services, visit 
www.frontierpay.com

Frontierpay UK
St John’s Place
Easton Street, High Wycombe
HP11 1NL

T: +44 (0)1494 484183
trading@frontierpay.com

Frontierpay Singapore
6 Shenton Way, #21-08A
OUE Downtown 2
Singapore 068809

T: +65 6817 5248
fpsingapore@frontierpay.com

The Results

Axiomatic found that Frontierpay’s customer support outshone the bank’s in every aspect. Dedicated relationship managers 
ensure support is there when needed the most (such as during peak payroll times) in order to quickly answer queries, offer 
help on structuring payments for previously difficult banking routes, or to provide access to new currency markets that were not 
available through their original solution. 

With an error checking platform, and multiple levels of payment authorisation supported by exceptional client support, Axiomatic 
felt assured that no mistakes were going to be made. It was clear that Frontierpay had done a significant amount of work upfront 
to ensure transitioning and then getting operational was as efficient and successful as possible.

Axiomatic are finding the platform a huge improvement operationally. The experience is a dramatic shift from the restrictive 
banking system used previously to a flexible, easy to use platform, backed up with responsive and efficient customer service.

They also are seeing a cost saving; as bank fees have been notably reduced. Having previously handled many payments just 
in US dollars for their clients, Axiomatic used Frontierpay to help analyse with their clients exactly where these funds were being 
sent. This helped optimise payment routes by sending directly in the local currency where needed, avoiding expensive bank 
exchange rates and fees normally incurred on the receiving end. Axiomatic now have exceptional currency coverage globally, 
and are able to provide a wide and competitive range of global payment options to existing and fresh clients alike.


